
F. Loan terms

CBA members interviewed for this toolkit who provide housing stability loans had a maximum 
repayment term of two years. Generally, loan terms should be at least six months to allow enough 
time to establish the loan as an item that is strengthening an individual’s credit profile. However, 
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there may be good reasons to offer loan terms shorter than that in certain cases or to encourage 
borrowers to pre-pay (with no prepayment penalty attached) the loans as quickly as possible. Here 
are some considerations for determining loan terms:

What length of time will allow for affordable repayments? Keep in mind that while a longer 
amortization period will mean lower payments, it also means that the borrower pays more 
interest in total. Also, during a shorter repayment period, it is important to make sure that the 
interest and fees do not exceed APR limits imposed by any state in which you are subject to 
licensing requirements as a lender. 

How quickly do you aim to revolve loan funds? Shorter-term loans will allow you to revolve your 
loan capital faster, but may be relatively more costly to provide. Note that single repayment 
loans (loans that are paid back with one payment) are generally considered poor practice. 

Housing Works, the housing authority in Central Oregon, saw that borrowers with loan 
payments over $50 were having trouble keeping up with their payments. To address this 
issue they decided to lengthen their maximum loan term from 12 to 24 months. They 
took the added step of ensuring that loan payments are no more than 4 percent of a 
household’s monthly income. This change means that loan funds revolve at a slower 
rate, but lending staff believe that this will lead to higher rates of repayment.  
(See profile on Housing Works for more on their model) 

https://housing-works.org/

